Motivational Intensity as the Mediator of Orientation and Attitudinal with the Achievement of Chinese Language among the Preservice Teachers
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This research is about the importance of the expected achievement of preservice Chinese language teachers based on their orientation, attitude, and motivation in teaching education programs. The cluster sampling and random sampling methods were implemented to select the samples from 16 Institute of Teacher Education Malaysia (IPGM). A total of 389 respondents were selected in the study and the data was analysed by using Smart PLS 3.0 software. This study applied a two-stage analysis in a reflective-formative way to analysis the multidimensional constructs on the learning situation. The findings showed a significant positive relationship of teachers’ integration orientation, instrumental orientation, and attitudes towards learning situations with their Chinese language achievements. The motivation of intensity acted as a mediator factor and showed a partial positive effect in the relationship between integration orientation, instrumental orientation and attitudes towards learning situation with Chinese language achievement. It is due to relationship between motivation and positive attitude as well as the orientation of integration has shaped the integration motivation in the socio-learning model. Thus, the results of the study can be used as a reference source of multivariate relationship study between the orientation, attitudes, motivation, and achievement of future refractive-formative research.
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INTRODUCTION

High quality teachers are effective in promoting national education. According to the report of the Malaysian Education Development Plan 2012-2025 (KPM, 2015), high quality teachers’ education which produces quality teachers, can enrich the country's education and provide effective education for every student in the school. To achieve this goal, the orientation and attitudinal of the preservice teachers in the teacher’s education institute is important to be studied.

According to Gardner (1985; 2001), the strength, desire, and interest are the motivating force in the language learning. The probability of success will be likely high if the attitudes toward learning situations and learning orientations are positively associated with high motivation (Gardner, 2006; 2001; 1985) and vice versa. At the same time, the relationship between motivation and positive attitude and integration orientation has shaped the integration motivation in the socio-learning model (Gardner 1985; 2001, 2006). For this reason, motivational intensity indirectly has become one of the factor that influences an individual's attitude and orientation to develop his or her ability to reach great achievements.

Motivational intensity is the actual drive of an individual to achieve his or her objectives. The motivational intensity is guided by the difficulty level of the task, which doesn't reach beyond the upper limit set by the potential motivation. Intensity can be seen in the concentration and the force to pursue a goal (Zhou & Xiu, 2015). Typically, there is a close relationship between intensity and the expectation of a desired result. Intensity, or motivational force is influenced by the individual's orientation and attitude towards the effort to yield a certain result.

This topic rarely found in recent studies in Chinese education in Malaysia. Therefore, it is necessary and significant to conduct a study on motivational intensity to examine the willingness of the preservice teachers in learning Chinese language. This gap needs to be filled to find solutions to increase the willingness of preservice teachers to learn Chinese language.

This study contributes to the discussion on the topics based on the structural model of the final study that can serve as a guidance to fill in the gaps between Chinese culture and education programs. This model can be used as a reference to provide more effective course activities in motivating and changing attitudes, interests, aspirations and objectives among the preservice teachers in Chinese language education and culture.

Problem Statement

Continuous changes and improvement in the education system is a challenge for preservice teachers in the teachers’ education program. The transformation of the Primary School Curriculum Integrated Education System and the Secondary Curriculum to the Primary School Curriculum and the Secondary Syllabus Curriculum in 2013, showed that education system is constantly updated in line with current and future developments. As such, preservice teachers in the teachers’ education program should have the self-awareness and willingness to accept future changes. However, Malaysia
National Review Report on Education for All (2015) stated that compared with the teachers’ education development in more developed country, Malaysian education is still lagging for some reasons. First, the school teachers are incapable to provide quality education. Second, Malaysian teachers did not learn the professional competencies in teacher’s education throughout the career. Third, their teaching content were out of date, lack of advance and critical thinking skills. Finally, they were unable to transfer the knowledge to students (Clandinin & Husu, 2017).

Regarding this issue, Macalister (2017), Mahmud, Nasri, Samsudin (2018) argued that the content of the teachers’ education program are limited and inadequate for developing the content of the subject in depth. Furthermore, the pedagogical content for the preservice teachers put too much emphasis on the discussion and it is lack of exposure. The incompatibility of the content in the teachers’ education program has caused the inability of teachers to develop their skills and expertise. Therefore, the content of the teachers’ education program should be adjusted with the attitude and motivation of the preservice teachers in the learning process.

Efforts to produce a professionally trained preservice teachers are the responsibility of every lecturer in the teachers’ education program. Research from Chen and Yi (2019) showed that preschool teachers had difficulty in teaching reading skills to non-native speakers, due to the inability of the children to pronounce words with the correct intonation according to Hanyu Pinyin, which consequently made them unable to speak correctly and fluently. This is due to poor comprehension, limited vocabulary and confusion between alphabet pronunciation and Hanyu Pinyin pronunciation problems of the children while reading. On the contrary, the preservice teachers who are non-native speakers are facing the problem in reading skills that cause them facing difficulty in teaching (Lam, Yau, Yeo, Chew, Lee & Lee, 2006). The lack of reading skills among preservice teacher has affected the beauty and art of the language, which will cause lack of interest among students towards Chinese language.

The study of Ng, Wong, Guek, Lim & Tan (2017) also stated that Chinese language preservice teachers from Duiwai Hanyu Postgraduate Education Diploma Program (Chinese as a foreign language) from Chinese universities are also having trouble reading and writing Chinese language. Preservice teachers are having trouble reading words with the right intonation, and with limited vocabulary. Chinese language preservice teachers had to combine the use of Malay language in teaching and learning activities. The preservice teachers are not able to actively discuss with the students and only use short sentences. Weaknesses in mastery of Chinese language among preservice teachers will negatively impact the students. With poor Chinese language skills, the preservice teachers will likely use improper grammar and pronunciation. Unfortunately, the students will most likely imitating the teacher’s mistakes as they think that teachers is always right.

The weaknesses in mastery of Chinese language is related to the complexity of Chinese language system. Study from Li (2019) found that Chinese characters writing system is different from the English alphabet. The uniqueness of Chinese character is found in three elements, namely phonology, semantics and morphology. Interestingly,
morphology is the hardest skill to be mastered. Chinese character writing system is known as the logographic writing system because Chinese characters are made of lexical morphology, with about 80% to 90% of Chinese characters are made up of two components: (i) semantic radical words, which some of the words carries the meaning of the words (ii) phonetic radicals, which is the pronunciation of words. Students are not able to recognize Chinese words when reading and writing because each Chinese word is an ideogram language that cannot be spelled alphabetically. As such, the attitude towards the Chinese language among preservice teachers will determine whether they accept or reject Chinese language (Gardner & Lambert, 1972). If the preservice teachers have a positive attitude towards the Chinese language, they will be interested and value the Chinese language and thus would change their behaviour as they seek to improve their performance (Linyi Technician Institute, 2017). It will also improve their Chinese language and confidence to achieve success in the teacher’s education program (Zhang, 2018).

However, the preservice teachers do not necessarily succeed in the teacher’s education program if they do not have a positive attitude, learning orientation and motivation. Wabule's (2017) study noted that attitude and motivation are two factors that determine the success of preservice teachers in their future teacher’s education program. Highly motivated preservice teachers are actively involved in learning and make the learning process effective, rewarding and enjoyable. On the other hand, when teachers lack motivation, they feel lost in direction and objective which make them feel helpless and tired of learning (Deci & Ryan, 2000). Furthermore, Gardner (1985, 2001) emphasized that attitudes toward teaching situations and negative learning orientations will undermine motivation in the learning process. Therefore, positive attitudes, learning orientations and motivations directly change their behaviour in teacher’s education program.

In the social learning model (Gardner, 1985, 2001) and the psychological and social models (Gardner & Lambert, 1972), motivation is a factor that determines the success of language learning process, while attitude and orientation of individuals will influence their self-motivation to achieve the learning intention. According to the findings of Gardner (1985, 2001), attitudes toward learning situations, integration and instrumental-oriented motivations, each influencing one's interest, and desire that will determine different achievements in language learning. As such, attitudes towards the situation, learning orientation and motivation of Chinese language preservice teachers are elements that will differentiate individual in the actual learning process.

Research done by Khalid (2016); Khansir, Jafarizadegan and Karampoor (2016) showed that instrumental orientation and integration of language learning is related to socio-economic status. These studies show that both orientations change the attitudes towards language and motivation towards the mastery of Mandarin, English and dialects. Liu (2017) explained that foreign language students with integration orientation motivation are more likely to interact with native speakers and are interested in foreign culture. These students showed a better mastery of foreign languages than those who are instrumental motivation students. On the contrary, other studies suggest that integration
orientation motivation does not necessarily enhance the positive achievement of foreign languages learning (Song & Pornsima, 2017).

Previous studies from Gu and Cheung (2016); Chai, Wong and King (2016); Chiang (2018); Hu (2019) indicated that integration and instrumental oriented motivation are factors that determine the success of Chinese language mastery. Nevertheless, the results of these studies are inconsistent with different learning environments at overseas and there are no local studies yet conducted explaining the differences in factors involved in Chinese language learning process among Chinese language preservice teachers in Malaysia. Thus, there is a need to conduct a research on the relationship between integration orientation, instrumental orientation, attitude with learning situations and motivation among preservice teachers to determine the validity of influencing factors of individual differences in Chinese language mastery.

However, there are also studies that show that the choice of the teaching profession is an expectation of predicting the success of a preservice teacher based on the reasons for choosing a teaching profession. The report "Why people choose teaching: A scoping review of empirical studies, 2007-2016", by Fray and Gore (2018) explains that teaching career choice is associated with altruistic motivation, intrinsic motivation and extrinsic motivation. Altruistic motivation refers to the characteristics of individuals who are willing to help, helpful and love others. Intrinsic motivation shows that they love and enjoy teaching the subject they like, achievement process, develop new knowledge and engage in activities, while extrinsic motivation shows preservice teachers focus on good lifestyle, earn good income, shorter working time and good job opportunities abroad. This study has shown that the motives of each preservice teacher are different when making the choice to become a teacher.

Furthermore, the theory of self-determination (Deci & Ryan, 2000), motivation is a force for self-defence mechanism and perseverance in the pursuit of learning objectives. Intrinsic motivation refers to a person engaging in an activity with high commitment and satisfaction in the process of achievement, while extrinsic motivation refers to the purpose of engaging in an activity solely to earn rewards. Generally, preservice teachers experience a wide range of motivations to develop their work ethic and self-determination in the educational process of the teaching profession (Sinclair, 2008) and the purpose of selecting a teaching profession (Gao & Trent, 2009; Kyriacou & Kobori, 1998). This is due to the motivation of the preservice teachers is constantly changing based on their background, confidence, social culture and future professional development opportunities (Gao & Trent, 2009; Malmberg, 2006; Watt & Richardson, 2008).

However, there are also studies that showed that an atmosphere of autonomous support can change extrinsic motivation to intrinsic motivation (Niemiec & Ryan, 2009). The study suggested that students’ basic psychological needs regarding the autonomy, competence, and relatedness that facilitates students’ autonomous self-regulation for learning, academic performance, and wellbeing must be supported by the teachers. Furthermore intrinsic motivation positively influence academic achievement because it reflects a sense of etermination and personal interest rather than external pressure.
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(Taylor, Jungert, Mageau, Schattke, Dedic, Rosenfield & Koestner, 2014). To use various learning strategies, the learners need to have autonomous intrinsic motivation. Students who are intrinsically motivated will be proactive in seeking out useful resources that could help with the learning process (Zhang, Lin, Zhang and Choi, 2017), whereas, the extrinsic motivation negatively influences achievement (Karlen, Suter, Hirt & Merki, 2019). Students with intrinsic motivation will achieve higher academic achievement through perseverance effort, to write the paper and to be less extrinsically motivated.

Based on the findings of previous research, it can be concluded that intrinsic motivation can develop self-ability such as commitment, interest, learning ability and deepening knowledge of the subject they are interested in. This means that the atmosphere of autonomous support learning environment will elevate intrinsic motivation. High levels of intrinsic motivation can positively enhance the Chinese language proficiency of the preservice teachers. Therefore, the study should test the significance contribution of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation towards mastery of Chinese language and language skills, which could be used to help solve the problem of Chinese language mastery among Chinese language preservice teacher.

Therefore, the objectives of this study are to answer the following questions:

1. Is motivational intensity is a mediating factor between integration orientation and Chinese language achievement?
2. Is motivational intensity is a mediating factor between instrumental orientation and Chinese language achievement?
3. Is motivational intensity is a mediating factor between attitudes towards learning situations and Chinese language achievement?

The following hypotheses are used to answer these research questions:

H1: Motivational intensity serves as a mediating factor between integration orientation and Chinese language achievement.
H2: Motivational intensity serves as a mediating factor between instrumental orientation and Chinese language achievement.
H3: Motivational intensity serves as a mediating factor between attitudes towards learning situations and Chinese language achievement.

Research Conceptual Framework

This study used social psychological models theory (Lambert, 1975) and sociocultural models (Gardner, 1985; 2001) to study the relationship between integration orientation, instrumental, attitude to learning situations and motivation intensity with Chinese language achievement. In addition, self-determination was selected to identify the relationship of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation with achievement in Chinese language.

According to motivational intensity theory, the difficulty of the task and the reward of successful accomplishment will results in the difference of effort investment by
individual. There are important distinctions between potential motivations and the maximum amount of effort a person will exert, because of the demand from the task (Brehm & Self, 1989; Wright, 2008).

According to Brehm & Self (1989), people tend to do a task with low level of difficulty, which is based on the conservation principle that assumes that people will aim to save resources. The theory predicts that people will not try to do a difficult task regardless of the reward provided (Richter, 2013; Wright, 2008).

The conceptual framework of this study is presented in Figure 1, adapted from the social psychology research model (Gardner & Lambert, 1972) and the psychological learning model (Gardner, 2001). Both models identified that orientation and attitude as independent variables, motivational intensity as a mediating factor and academic achievement as dependent variable and have a positive relationship. In Figure 1, motivational intensity is a mediating factor between integration orientation (ORI), instrumental orientation (ORT) and attitude toward learning (SKP) with Chinese language (CL) achievement among Chinese language preservice teachers. Attitudes toward learning situations are multidimensional constructs consisting of attitudes toward Chinese language, Chinese language teachers and Chinese language education programs.

![Figure 1: Conceptual Framework of the Study](image)

**METHOD**

**Research Design**

The design of this study is a non-experimental study known as correlation study. This method was used to enable data collection of integration orientation factors, instrumental orientation, extrinsic motivation, intrinsic motivation, and attitude towards learning situations and sample intensity motivation from a large population simultaneously (Creswell, 2014).

**Sample and Sampling Method**

A total of 389 samples were selected from 16 teachers’ education institutes nationwide. At the first stage, comparative sampling was used where the population of Chinese language teachers was divided into two groups according to the PISMP and DPLI.
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programs. Based on the 95% confidence level, it is recommended that the sample size be 398 people, that the sample PISMP program is 275 people and DPLI is 123 people.

At the second level, cluster random sampling was used for a large population of preservice teachers, which was scattered in each state and with no individual list (sample frame) to select the sample (Ranjit Kumar, 2011; Cohen, Manion and Morrison, 2005; Sabitha, 2005). Then, the study sample in Peninsular Malaysia was divided into Northern Zone (Perlis, Kedah, Penang and Perak), Central Zone (Kuala Lumpur, Selangor), the Southern Zone (Negeri Sembilan, Melaka and Johor), the eastern zone (Kelantan, Pahang and Terengganu) and East Malaysia (Sabah and Sarawak). Then a group of Chinese language preservice teachers from GPA were randomly selected for the sample.

**Instruments of the Study**

The instruments of this study consist of Chinese language tests and a questionnaire. The Chinese language test was used to measure the performance of the Chinese language. The language test consists of 20 questions on Chinese language grammar including phonetics, characters, and vocabulary as well as 20 questions on Chinese culture. Chinese culture comprises aspects of Chinese classical education and philosophy, Chinese language and literature, classical Chinese literature, ancient Chinese science and technology, and traditional Chinese culture. For instance, the question quoted a sentence and ask who the author was; description on a festival and ask what the festival is and so on. The total score for this test is 100% and the total score of each respondent was categorized into five grades namely grade A (75% -100%), grade B (60% -74%), grade C (40% -59%), grade D (20% -39%) and grade D (0% -19%).

The questionnaire is divided into four sections. Part A is the social background of the respondents including gender, race, Chinese language education background and the mother tongue language of the respondents. Whereas Part B is an integrated and instrumental orientation adapted from the questionnaire on language learning motivation (Larisa Niktina, Zuraidah Mohd Don & Loh, 2016). Examples of the question is “Proficiency in the Knowledge of the Chinese language will be useful for my further studies”. Part C is made up of respondents' attitudes towards the modified learning situation of Culture Studies and Motivation in Foreign and Second Language Learning in Taiwan (Ho, 1998), such as the item of “Learning Chinese language is a waste of time”, “I feel that my Chinese language teacher is friendly.”. “My Chinese language course is useful.” Part D is a modified motivational intensity from Motivation, Motivation Intensity, use of Chinese and Self-Rated Chinese Competence (Liu, 2017) such as “I will not stop trying to learn until I reach the skill level in Chinese that I seek” and “I learn Chinese by working on it almost every day”. Each item uses a five-point Likert scale of 1 as strongly disagree and 5 as strongly agree. Each respondent is required to answer a set of Chinese language questions within 1 hour and respondents are also required to answer a set of questionnaires after the Chinese language test.

The Chinese language tests and questionnaires in this study has been verified by field experts. A pilot study was conducted at three GPA in Perak involving 99 Chinese
language preservice teachers. Richardson Kuder Test 20 (KR 20) provides the means for analysing the reliability of Chinese language test items. The results show that the Chinese language test has high reliability (KR = .713) and is suitable for conducting the Chinese language preservice teacher achievement test. While the alpha coefficient for the questionnaire ranged from .70 to .96 for all constructs and sub-constructs of the study. Therefore, both instruments are suitable for use in future studies.

Demographic of the Respondents

After data cleaning from isolated cases, 398 preservice teachers were selected in this study. The demographic profile is divided into two programs, namely Postgraduate Degree in Education (PISMP) with 267 respondents (67%) and Postgraduate Education Diploma (DPLI), with 131 respondents (33%) with a bachelor’s degree in Mandarin as their foreign language from universities in China. All PISMP preservice teachers, 40 men (15%) and 227 women (85%) are from Chinese ethnicity, with Chinese language qualification from the Malaysian Certificate of Education (SPM), Chinese language as their mother tongue. While DPLI preservice teachers are from Malay ethnicity, 23 men (16%) and 108 women (84%), with the passing of Hanyu Shuiping Kaoshi, which is a proficiency examination of Mandarin, Malay language as a mother tongue.

Chinese Language Achievement

The Chinese language test grades for PISMP preservice teachers showed a 99.63% passing percentage, grade A was 22.85%, grade B was 51.31% and grade C was 25.47%. While the Chinese language test grade for DPLI preservice teachers showed a passing percentage of 73.28% where grade A was 0%, grade B was 6.88% and grade C was 66.41%. Furthermore, it was found that 26.72% of DPLI preservice teachers who failed in grade D were higher than 0.37% of PISMP preservice teachers who failed the Chinese language test. The findings of this study showed that the Chinese language achievement of PISMP preservice teachers is better than DPLI preservice teachers.

FINDINGS

This study uses Smart PLS3.0 software to carry out the analysis due to the involvement of reflective and formative constructs. In addition, structural model analysis is performed using Hierarchical Component Models. The use of a two-stage hierarchical model is one way to summarize the number of constructive relationships in the study model and to make the study constructs more understandable (Akter, Wamba & Hall, 2017; Hanseler, Ringle & Sinkovics, 2009). The study of Akter et al. (2017) and Becker, Klein & Wetzel (2012) explain that reflective-formative constructs in the two-stage model can solve multicollinearity problems in first-level reflective constructs and collinearity value formative construct indicators.

After conducting an analysis of the measurement model, the latent values of the variables construct integration orientation, instrumental orientation, motivational intensity and achievement of the Chinese language were used as values representing the overall indicators of each construct in the second level model, while the latent value of variables for attitude toward Chinese language, attitude toward the lecturer of Chinese
language and attitudes towards the educational program are used as values representing the three sub-constructs forming attitudes towards learning situations in the formative constructs of the second level model. Thus, the second-level model analysis is simpler and easier. Subsequent analyzes of the moderator were later performed.

Structural Model Analysis

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>SP</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ORI -&gt; MTV INT</td>
<td>.151</td>
<td>.056</td>
<td>2.680</td>
<td>.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORT -&gt; MTV INT</td>
<td>.147</td>
<td>.049</td>
<td>3.025</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKP -&gt; MTV INT</td>
<td>.416</td>
<td>.055</td>
<td>7.590</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTV INT -&gt; CL</td>
<td>.252</td>
<td>.049</td>
<td>5.151</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORI -&gt; CL</td>
<td>.038</td>
<td>.017</td>
<td>2.224</td>
<td>.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORT -&gt; CL</td>
<td>.037</td>
<td>.014</td>
<td>2.663</td>
<td>.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKP -&gt; CL</td>
<td>.105</td>
<td>.026</td>
<td>4.078</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of the study after performing the bootstrapping calculations by repeated samples 5000 times are shown in Table 1. Coefficient analysis revealed that each relationship was positively and significantly related to integration orientation ($\beta = .151$, $p<.05$), instrumental orientation ($\beta = .147$, $p<.05$) and attitude toward learning situations ($\beta = .416$, $p<.05$) with motivational intensity. In addition, the relationship between motivational intensity with Chinese Language achievement ($\beta = .252$, $p<.05$), was positively significant. Furthermore, the relationship of integration orientation ($\beta = .038$, $p<.05$), instrumental orientation ($\beta = .037$, $p<.05$) and attitude towards learning situations ($\beta = .105$, $p<.05$) with Chinese Language achievement were also significantly positive.

Next, the multiple regression value of motivational intensity was $R^2=.331$ (33.1%) which showed high motivational intensity according to Cohen (1988). Motivational intensity variants were explained by integration orientation ($\beta = .151$), instrumental orientation ($\beta = .147$) and attitude toward learning situations ($\beta = .416$). Based on statistical findings, it was found that integration orientation, instrumental orientation and attitude towards learning situations contributed 33.1% to motivational intensity while 66.9% was other latent variables that were not examined in this study. The effect sizes of integration orientation (.025) and instrumental orientation (.026) were weak while attitude toward learning (.203) was moderate according to Cohen (1988). The findings of this study showed that attitudes toward learning situations have a positive impact on motivational intensity.

Multiple regression of the Chinese language achievement $R^2 = .063$ (6.3%) indicated that it was at a low level (Cohen, 1988). The variants of Chinese language achievement were explained by motivational intensity ($\beta = .252$). Based on the statistical findings, motivational intensity contributes 6.3% to Chinese language achievement while 93.4% was other latent variables that were not examined in this model. The effect size of the motivational intensity (.068) is weak according to Cohen (1988).
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Figure 2
Models of Intensity Motivation between Integration Orientation and Chinese Language Achievement

Table 3
Motivational Intensity Analysis between the Relationship of Integration Orientation and Chinese Language Achievement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pathway</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>SP</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>95% significantly</th>
<th>Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>ORI -&gt; MTV INT</td>
<td>.338</td>
<td>.046</td>
<td>8.475</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
<td>There are indirect effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>MTV INT -&gt; Result of CL</td>
<td>.166</td>
<td>.054</td>
<td>4.052</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
<td>The intermediary factor as a complement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c'</td>
<td>ORI -&gt; Result of CL</td>
<td>.220</td>
<td>.053</td>
<td>3.143</td>
<td>.000*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a x b</td>
<td>ORI -&gt; Result of CL</td>
<td>.065</td>
<td>.023</td>
<td>2.809</td>
<td>.005*</td>
<td>.024 .119</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the results of the studies in Figure 2 and Table 3, the results of the indirect effects study showed that the intermediates were significant ($\beta = .338 \times .166 = .065$, $p < .05$, 95% CI: .024: .119) and 95% confidence intervals do not include zero (0), indicating that motivational intensity is an intermediate factor influencing the relationship between integration orientation and Chinese language achievement. Therefore, the Ha1 hypothesis was accepted with findings of the study and the motivational intensity has indirect relationship between integration orientations with Chinese language achievement.
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Figure 3
An Intermediate Analysis Model of the Relationship of Instrumental Orientation to Chinese Language Achievement

Table 4
Intermediate Analysis of Instrumental Orientational Relationship with Chinese Language Achievement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pathway</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>SP</th>
<th>t value</th>
<th>p value</th>
<th>95% Significantly</th>
<th>Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>ORT -&gt; MTV INT</td>
<td>.354</td>
<td>.047</td>
<td>7.519</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
<td>There are indirect effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>MTV INT -&gt; Result in CL</td>
<td>.199</td>
<td>.054</td>
<td>3.694</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c'</td>
<td>ORT -&gt; Result in CL</td>
<td>.150</td>
<td>.056</td>
<td>2.692</td>
<td>.007*</td>
<td></td>
<td>The intermediary factor as a complement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a x b</td>
<td>ORT -&gt; MTV INT, Result in CL</td>
<td>.070</td>
<td>.022</td>
<td>3.263</td>
<td>.001*</td>
<td>.033 .118</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Findings in Figure 3 and Table 4, showed that the results of indirect impact indicate that the intermediates were significant ($\beta = .354 \times .199 = .070, p <.05, 95\% CI: .033:.118$) and 95% confidence intervals excluding zero (0), indicating that motivational intensity is an intermediate factor influencing the relationship between instrumental orientation and Chinese language achievement. Therefore, the Ha2 hypothesis is accepted as motivational intensity indirectly affecting the relationship between instrumental orientations with Chinese language achievement.
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Figure 4
Models of Motivational Intensity between the Relationship of Attitudes to Learning Situations and Achievement in Chinese Language

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pathway</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>SP</th>
<th>t value</th>
<th>p value</th>
<th>95% Significantly Effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>MTV INT -&gt; UJIAN CL</td>
<td>.183</td>
<td>.057</td>
<td>3.236</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>There are indirect effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>SKP -&gt; MTV INT</td>
<td>.524</td>
<td>.049</td>
<td>10.676</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c'</td>
<td>SKP -&gt; UJIAN CL</td>
<td>.131</td>
<td>.070</td>
<td>1.853</td>
<td>.064</td>
<td>The intermediary factor as a complement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a x b</td>
<td>SKP -&gt; MTV INT -&gt; UJIAN CL</td>
<td>.096</td>
<td>.032</td>
<td>3.010</td>
<td>.003*</td>
<td>.038</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results in Figure 3 and Table 5 showed that indirect effects with intermediaries were significant ($\beta = .183 \times .524 = .096$, $p < .05$, 95% CI: .038: .167) and 95% confidence intervals excluding zero (0), indicating that motivational intensity is an intermediate factor influencing the relationship between attitudes toward learning situations and Chinese language achievement. Therefore, the hypothesis testing of the Ha3 hypothesis accepted and the motivational intensity indirectly influencing the relationship between attitudes toward learning situations with Chinese language achievement.

Table 6
Summary of Intermediate Exam

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>SP</th>
<th>T value</th>
<th>P value</th>
<th>95% significantly</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>ORI -&gt; MTV INT -&gt; CL</td>
<td>.038</td>
<td>.017</td>
<td>2.224</td>
<td>.026</td>
<td>.010</td>
<td>.076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>ORT -&gt; MTV INT -&gt; CL</td>
<td>.037</td>
<td>.014</td>
<td>2.663</td>
<td>.008</td>
<td>.014</td>
<td>.071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3</td>
<td>SKP -&gt; MTV INT -&gt; CL</td>
<td>.105</td>
<td>.026</td>
<td>4.078</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.058</td>
<td>.159</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6 shows the relationship of indirect effects of integration orientation ($\beta = .151 \times .252 = .038$, $p < .05$, 95% CI: .010: .076), instrumental orientation ($\beta = .147 \times .252 = .037$, $p < .05$, 95% CI: .014: .071) and attitude toward learning situations ($\beta = .416 \times .252 = .105$, $p < .05$, 95% CI: .058: .159), showing a 95% confidence interval of zero (0), then hypothesis H1, H2 and H3 is not rejected statistically. Motivational intensity indirectly affecting the relationship between integration orientation, instrumental orientation and attitude toward learning situations with Chinese language achievement (Preacher & Hayes, 2008). Therefore, motivational intensity has a partial indirect effect on the relationship of initiation orientation, instrumental orientation and attitude toward learning situations with positive Chinese language achievement.

DISCUSSION

The findings of this study conclude that Chinese language preservice teachers have a positive integration and instrumental orientation with Chinese language achievement. The results of this study explain that Chinese language preservice teachers choose their educational education program to get a better understanding of the Chinese culture, literature and way of life of the Chinese community. In other words, the learning of Chinese language by the preservice teacher is not only to master the context of vocabulary, vocabulary and phonetic systems, but it also involves interpersonal and intrapersonal interactions. Social Cognitive Theory (Bandura, 1977) explained that the language learning process is based on the reciprocal interaction between behaviour, environment and personal factors.

Lomicka and Lord (2016); Muge and Sumru (2018) stated that the social environment and networking is an opportunity for communication of language teachers to interact with their community. Such a situation creates a connection between social context and language where a language and culture are interrelated and cannot be separated, thus the result of social interaction is an opportunity to enhance the Chinese language proficiency (Kinginger & Wu, 2018; Meng, Zhu & Chao, 2018; Watson & Ebner, 2018) in general as well as among the Chinese language preservice teachers in this study. The findings of this study are also supported by Gardner (1985, 2001) who stated that communication and acceptance of target language culture was one of the significant factors that increased the motivation for mastering the target language.

In addition, the positive relationship of the instrumental orientation with the achievement of the Chinese language indicates that preservice teachers are concerned with social status, career development and future educational opportunities. Findings of this study illustrate that Chinese language is one of the most important languages well and accepted by other peoples. Chinese teachers have a desire to grow their career and future professional fields. These goals will encourage them to improve their Chinese language skills. Similar finding was found in Yu and Downing's (2012) study that Asian students in Japan and Korea are instrumental-oriented in learning Chinese language with the aim of getting better jobs due to the rapid growth of China’s economic need which required skilled Chinese language workers to work in Korea and Japan. On the contrary, study of Liu (2016) indicated that many participants reported having high instrumental motivation and intensity to learn Chinese in order to have a good career in future. The
study from Tan, Chew, Hutagalung and Hamid (2019) found that preservice Chinese language teachers are instrumental-oriented with the main aim to become a teacher is to earn a stable income.

Studies by Gu and Cheung (2016); Chai, Wong and King (2016); Chiang (2018) and Hu (2019) showed that instrumental oriented motivation is the factor that determines the mastery of Chinese language. Therefore, a positive instrumental orientation is one of the main motivations for Chinese language preservice teachers to improve their Chinese language skills.

Attitudes toward learning situations are multidimensional constructs built into three subdivisions, namely, positive attitudes toward Chinese language that indicate that preservice teachers are interested and accepted Chinese language as a specialty of the teacher’s educational program. Positive attitudes toward Chinese language lectures have shown that Chinese language lectures provide examples, autonomy support and good teaching for preservice teachers. Attitudes toward education programs reflect programs and learning conditions in line with career preparation in education. All three sub-dimensions positive attitude have shown that preservice teachers are receptive and enjoy the learning situations.

The desire and confidence of students in the learning situation will be enhanced with appropriate teaching and learning contexts (Gardner, 1985; 2001; Sumarsono, 2019). In other words, appropriate lecturers, courses, reading materials, activities and course assignments will enhance the teachers' interest in the teacher’s education program (Education for All 2015 National Review Report: Malaysia, 2015) and their strong belief directly strengthens their confidence in their learning and motivates them striving for success (Fischer & Sliwka, 2018). Gardner (2006) states that cultural and educational contexts in teacher’s education institutes are two factors that determine the attitude of Chinese language preservice teachers. If the cultural context is always supportive and interactive, it will stimulate the interest of the preservice teachers in learning Chinese language while educational contexts such as educational systems, curriculum and reading materials are fun and meaningful will elevate the interest, motivation and desire of the preservice teachers to deepen the knowledge and preserve the language. Thus, a positive attitude toward the learning situation can determine the success of the preservice teacher in the education of teachers.

Integration orientations, instrumental orientations and attitudes towards positive learning situations directly enhance their interest and desire to move them toward their learning goals as stated by Wabule's (2017) in his study that attitude and motivation are factors that determine the success of preservice teacher in their future teacher’s education program. According to Gardner and Lambert (1972) the orientation in learning will influence positive attitudes, thus strengthen their motivation to achieve the learning intention. Gardner (1985, 2001) also described motivation as an intermediary factor indirectly affecting the relationship of orientation and attitude with academic achievement.
The findings of this study indicate that motivational intensity is an important intermediary factor. Analysis of the measurement model shows that the training teachers have a high desire and interest in learning Chinese language, and they work hard and dedicated to achieving excellent results in the examination. Therefore, motivational intensity is one of the factors that motivate the preservice teachers to succeed while the integration and instrumental orientation are the learning objectives and attitudes towards the learning situation as behaviours that accept or reject the situation encountered. The relationship of integration orientation, instrumental orientation and attitude towards positive learning situations with direct motivational intensity and hence motivational intensity directly enhances the achievement of Chinese language.

Finding in this study is similar to the study by Richter, Gendolla and Wright (2016), Liu (2017), and Chiang (2018) who found that motivational intensity can predict learning achievement of the people with strong desire to become native-like. Individual with motivational intensity are more willing to put in an effort in learning that will likely lead to better achievement and to guarantee a good career in the future. This in line with the Motivational Intensity Theory from Brehm and Self (1989) which stated that people will put an effort required to achieve the goal.

Explaining the relationships of the three relationships in this study provides an important finding. Preservice teachers are mature adults to choose their fields of study and future careers. Although the integration and instrumental orientations seem to go in different directions, both orientations influence their motivational intensity to strive for self-achievement. This explains the cultural and educational contexts of learning situations in teacher’s education institutes, teachers’ backgrounds such as Chinese language educational experiences, family, culture, which are different and dramatically will change the purpose of their Chinese language education selection.

CONCLUSION

In general, integration and instrumental orientation are individual goals in language learning, these two factors are equally important in determining achievement objectives. Fun learning situations directly change the individual’s attitude towards learning situations. These three factors directly enhance their motivation to move towards achievement. Therefore, the relationship of orientation and attitude to language achievement is a complex network of relationships. Hence, the results of this study can be considered as a source of reference for other researchers to carry out the study based on different backgrounds, socioeconomic and educational systems to further validate the findings. This can be done by using the theoretical framework in this study towards different respondents with various socioeconomic and educational background. This is due to different background will result in different context that need further investigation. This can be done by using the theoretical framework in this study on different respondents with different socioeconomic and education background.

The methods and analysis in this research used PLS-SEM with the samples of study are limited to the teachers from education institutions. Therefore, for future studies, it is suggested to expand the study sample to institutions of higher learning in Malaysia or to
do comparative studies with other countries. In addition, these two-stage structural models can be used to test the multidimensional constructs with formative constructs to obtain results in line with the research theory. Thus, this study could provide a source of reference for other researchers to develop new studies. Finally, the process of estimating advanced models is proposed by using the techniques of modelling observed heterogeneity and unobserved heterogeneity with the aim to compare the studies from different groups such as ethnic groups or between two particular countries.
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